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I'm a huge fan of Thai cooking and have tried to make curries and tom yum soups

at home, but my recipes always miss some essential magic. So, on a recent trip to

southwest Thailand, I made it my mission to explore the secrets of Thai cuisine.

Making food a component of my trip not only gave me a great takeaway, but I

also gained valuable and edible insights into local culture, as the most direct path

to the heart of a people is through the stomach.



Jumbo shrimp purchased at the Muslim stilt village Ko Pan Yi in the north of Phang Nga Bay.

Of course, one cannot always find authentic cultural food in popular tourist

traps, so my photographer and I chose to go off the beaten path and explore the

less-traveled towns and villages on the remote islands and bays of Southern

Thailand's Andaman Sea.

Our adventure started on a catamaran we chartered from Sunsail in Phuket. The

plan was to sail around Phang Nga Bay, gather recipes from local chefs and

kitchens and try them out on some friends we invited on the boat.

Our first stop was a local market, where we managed to cobble together an

impressive pile of essential Thai cooking ingredients -- curry paste, shallots, palm

sugar, coconut milk, kaffir lime leaves, fish sauce, shrimp sauce, soy sauce,

cardamom, cumin, galangal (Thai ginger), turmeric, green and red chile and

lemongrass.



Baskets of fresh ingredients are prepped for use in  Thai dishes in the kitchen at Papaya Restaurant on Koh Phi Phi. 

Phang Nga Bay is a legendary stretch of water on Thailand's west coast between

Phuket and Krabi known for its tall, sculpted limestone pinnacles and hidden

lagoons. The mythical geography of the bay has been the setting for a number of

famous films, including Man with a Golden Gun and The Beach, with Leonardo

DiCaprio. It was on an island featured in The Beach (Koh Phi Phi) that we hoped

to find the Papaya, a small restaurant known for its handcrafted curries. 

In spite of its local fame, Papaya is still a humble little shack with plastic tables

and chairs. Chef Nod seemed happy to share his knowledge and invited me into

his tiny kitchen -- an eclectic and creative mass of pots, pans and sauces rich with

the savory, warm wonderful aroma of lemongrass and garlic.

It was in this environment that I learned my first three lessons in Thai

cooking: ingredients, ingredients, ingredients.

It's no wonder the stale storebought curry paste I use back home produced

dismal results.



Chef Nong (front) in her kitchen at Ko Yao Restaurant on Koh Muk.

My second aha moment came at the family-owned and operated Ko Yao

Restaurant, a well-known backpackers joint perched on a cliff overlooking a

beautiful beach on Koh Muk's western shore. 

Here I watched and learned as Chef Nong prepared tom yum soup, one of my

favorites. Just like with the curries, I again learned it's all about ingredients

(including a special chile paste specific to tom yum). I also learned that the

creamy version of tom yum is actually made with condensed milk, not coconut

milk (that's tom kha gai).

Thanks to these first few lessons and some jumbo shrimp I picked up in a nearby

"sea gypsy" village (Ko Pan Yi), I wowed my guests with some impressive curries



and soups, which made for the perfect ending to our days exploring the beaches,

sea caves and lagoons of Phang Nga Bay.

Guests enjoy one of the many delicious Thai meals on Burma Boating's cruise.

Our next two adventures provided an even more intense immersion in Thai

cuisine. The first of these was a five-day live-aboard dive trip to the Similan

Islands off the western shore of Phuket with a company called Sea Bees. In

addition to great diving, Sea Bees is known for serving great Thai food on their

trips, courtesy of Chef Som and her assistant Nok.

These pros let me hover around the kitchen and took time to explain the how,

why, when and what of great Thai cooking. In fact, I even skipped a few dives just

to learn more.

I further extended my knowledge of Thai cooking on our last adventure cruising

the Mergui Archipelago in a classic wooden ketch with Burma Boating. The



Mergui Archipelago is a stretch of 800 undeveloped unspoiled islands that are

home to an ethnic minority called the Moken -- sea-dwelling people who survive

through fishing and boat building. 

In fact, many of the meals on board were based on fresh crabs, lobster,

squid and fish we picked up locally from Moken fishermen who rowed

up to our boat in their handmade wooden skiffs.

Even though we were sailing in Myanmar, our chef, Banchuen, was Thai, and thus

served Thai fare. As you might expect, I wasted no time familiarizing myself with

her kitchen. She was pretty tolerant, although she did start asking me for 10 bath

(30 cents) as a "teaching fee."

On my last night, Banchuen invited me to dine with the crew and enjoy a wild

boar massaman curry that was far more intense than what they served the guests.

It was so spicy (Thai for delicious), even Banchuen had tears in her eyes.

Eric Vohr and Michaela Urban have a travel website at travelintense.com.
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